When
you
have
found
"sanctuary", walk towards the
back of this grouping of rocks. You
will find the Sneaky Snake hiding
here. Don’t worry, and the Sneaky
Snake can’t harm you!

Letterbox #5 The Romping
Rabbit
From The Sneaky Snake, return to
the entrance bridge to the
Museum. Look for a gravel path
on the left of the bridge. Follow it
down to the end and then walk
ten paces under the bridge to a
large scarred tree, look around
this tree to find the Romping
Rabbit waiting here for you.

Stamp #4: The Sneaky Snake

We have fourteen species of native
snakes in Massachusetts. Most of
them, even as adults, are less than
three feet long, and several are
Stamp #5: Romping Rabbit
generally less than a foot in
length. None of them are
aggressive, although— like most
animals— they will defend
themselves if threatened, injured
or captured. The important thing
to remember is that unless you
attempt to harm or capture a
Eastern Cottontail Rabbit
snake, it is almost impossible to
get bitten.
Cottontail rabbits are active all
year long, foraging mainly at
night, in the daytime they stay
hidden in dense brush, to protect
themselves from both predators
and bad weather. If you’re lucky,
you may be able to spot one near
Caroline’s Pathway.
Garter Snake
CONGRATULATIONS! You Did it!
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Letterboxing
Letterboxing combines artistic ability with "treasure-hunts" in
parks, forests, and cities around the world. Participants seek
out hidden letterboxes by following clues.
One of Fuller Craft Museum’s most
cherished assets is its natural
landscape. Located on 22 wooded
acres, the Museum has stunning
views of Porter’s Pond and the
Frederick Law Olmstead-designed
D.W. Field Park.
Hidden throughout this beautiful
campus are five letter-boxes for
you to discover, using the clues on
the next page to find them. Inside
the boxes is a logbook, a unique
self-inking stamp, and a pencil.

Beginning your search
Begin your journey at the back
parking lot nearest to the
Education Entrance on the lower
level of the Museum. To the left of
the building you will see a path
into the woods labeled Caroline’s
Pathway.

The path is approximately 1/4 mile
long and has some uneven, rocky
terrain. Three letterboxes are
located on or near the path. Be
careful of poison ivy which is
prevalent in the woods off the
This series of letterboxes takes you path.
down Fuller Craft’s nature trail—
Caroline’s Pathway—and along the Basic rules of letterboxing
Fuller Craft grounds, it is fairly easy  Children should always be
for first timers and children.
accompanied by an adult.
 Always tightly close and re-hide
Letterboxers
stamp
their the boxes thoroughly so they are
discoveries in a personal journal, not accidentally discovered by
then use their own rubber stamp, animals, people or ruined by the
called a signature stamp, to stamp weather.
into a letterbox's logbook. If you’re  Please explore the grounds and
new to Letterboxing, or don’t have paths only during museum hours.
Museum Hours:
your own journal with you, there is
space to add stamps within this Tuesday—Sunday, 10:00 am—5:00 pm
booklet of clues.
Thursday 5:00 pm—9:00 pm

Enter Caroline’s Pathway: Depending on the breed, sheep
You will pass some sweet pepper typically have a range of heights
bushes on your right and Walk to and weights. Here in New England
the first of several stone benches. Suffolk Sheep make up sixty
percent of our sheep Population.
Female sheep are called Ewes,
Male sheep are called Rams, and
baby sheep are called Lambs!
Mature sheep have 32 teeth and
excellent hearing. Due to the
shape of a Sheep’s eyes, they can
see in back of themselves without
even turning their heads!
Sweet Pepper Bush

Letterbox #2 The Sassy Tree
Letterbox #1: The Silly Sheep From the Silly Sheep continue
Look for a less traveled path to the
left (across from the bench) and
follow it into the woods. Find the
rock with the mysterious carvings.
Is there a sheep here? What other
carvings can you find? Who do you
think made these? Now turn
around to face the path. Walk four
paces to a thin oak tree on your
left (1 pace = 1 full step with both
feet). The Silly Sheep is hiding
somewhere here.

back to the main path. Walk
further down the main path, as it
bends to the right, for a few
minutes and look for the tree with
a red blaze on the right side of the
trail. Just past this tree will be
another large rock formation to
the right of the trail. Face the rock
and look to your left. You should
find a young Sassafras tree— look
for the three different leaf
formations of the Sassafras tree (if

Stamp #1: The Silly Sheep
Sassafras Leaves
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it is winter, use your imagination). that juts out into the trail on your
Look at the base of this tree for left. Across from the boulder will
your treasure.
be a large Oak tree. Nutty Squirrel
loves to hang out near this tree.
Our forest is full of a variety of oak
trees, including the red oak. Wood
of the red oak is often used in
construction, and is a common
nesting tree for both birds and
squirrels. Its acorns are an
important food source in the
winter when other tree’s acorns
Stamp #2: The Sassy Tree
have already germinated and
The sassafras tree can grow as tall become unavailable to animals as
as 40 feet, but many in our forest food.
are only 4-5 feet high. It is easily
distinguished by its leaves that Oak Leaves & Acorns
grow in three different shapes: the
mitten,” the leaf, and the “ghost.”
It can have a lemony odor and its
root oil is used as a flavoring to
make a root beer-like tonic.

Letterbox #3 The Nutty
Squirrel
From the Sassy Tree, return to the
path. Walk approximately 30
paces to a five foot high boulder

Letterbox #4 The Sneaky
Snake

Stamp #3: The Nutty Squirrel

From the Nutty Squirrel, turn back
the way you came and continue to
follow the driveway (parking lot)
around the side of the Museum.
You will come to a circular drive
and the entry bridge to Fuller
Craft's main entrance. Facing the
bridge, look to your right for a set
of stone stairs. Follow them to
seek a rock that says “sanctuary”

Museum Hours: Tuesday—Sunday, 10:00 am—5:00 pm Thursday 5:00 pm—9:00 pm

